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Computing Concepts with Java Essentials
Who are the Assyrians and what role did they play in
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shaping modern Iraq? Were they simply bystanders,
victims of collateral damage who played a passive
role in the history of Iraq? And how have they
negotiated their position throughout various periods
of Iraq's state-building processes? This book details
the narrative and history of Iraq in the 20th century
and reinserts the Assyrian experience as an integral
part of Iraq's broader contemporary historiography. It
is the first comprehensive account to contextualize
this native people's experience alongside the
developmental processes of the modern Iraqi state.
Using primary and secondary data, this book offers a
nuanced exploration of the dynamics that have
affected and determined the trajectory of the
Assyrians' experience in 20th century Iraq.

The Seduction
An apparent 'mad' man who indulges in fantasies and
imagination, with a hundred names, is the central
character. Only, when normal people meet him, THEY
are driven crazy, because of the fantastic ways the
imaginations of the mad man interact and modify the
real world of those normal persons. A thoroughly
fascinating book containing action-packed episodes.

The Wives of Western Philosophy
The author examines the interaction between law
(i.e., legislation, government rules and court
decisions) and mental disorder in India. She does not
limit her exposition to merely discussing how the law
regulates the medical and social dimensions of
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mental illness but extends it to show the manner in
which society and the medical establishment utilise
these legal provisions. More importantly, the book
examines how the law impacts on persons with
mental illness and proves that the extant law is rights
insensitive.

Legal Order and Mental Disorder
Sacred Success®: A Course in Financial Miracles
shows women there is a better way to achieve wealth
and power: on your own terms—as a woman. Barbara
Stanny, the leading expert on women and money, has
helped women take control of their finances for two
decades—and she knows there is much more to
success than how much you earn. In her work with
powerful, successful women over the last 20 years,
bestselling author and financial educator Stanny has
found that most women’s problems with money have
little to do with money itself, but rather with their fear
of, or ambivalence toward, power. Instead of pushing
women to pursue financial success in the traditional
fashion, Sacred Success seeks to redefine power from
a feminine perspective. More than a financial guide,
Sacred Success is a primer on power for women—a
tutorial for taking charge of your life by taking charge
of your finances, and not only growing your money
but creating a deeper, richer, and more meaningful
life. Best described as “A Course in Miracles meets
the Wall Street Journal,” Sacred Success gives you a
proven process that uniquely blends the practical,
psychological, and spiritual work of wealth. You can
be financially successful without sacrificing your soul
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or compromising your values. You can create wealth
and exercise power by staying true to your authentic
self and personal mission. Start now.

(FREE SAMPLE) Super 10 CBSE Class 12
English Core 2020 Exam Sample Papers
2nd Edition
Shows how to analyze handwriting traits, including
slant, spacing, baseline, and connecting strokes, and
discusses practical uses

Start with why
This is the revised edition of the book with new
chapters to incorporate the latest developments in
the field.It contains appox. 200 problems from various
competitive examinations (GATE, IES, IAS) have been
included.The author does hope that with this, the
utility of the book will be further enhanced.

Nine Pints
One of the world’s most respected voices on erotic
intelligence, Esther Perel offers a bold, provocative
new take on intimacy and sex. Mating in Captivity
invites us to explore the paradoxical union of
domesticity and sexual desire, and explains what it
takes to bring lust home. Drawing on more than
twenty years of experience as a couples therapist,
Perel examines the complexities of sustaining desire.
Through case studies and lively discussion, Perel
demonstrates how more exciting, playful, and even
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poetic sex is possible in long-term relationships. Wise,
witty, and as revelatory as it is straightforward,
Mating in Captivity is a sensational book that will
transform the way you live and love.

Katharina and Martin Luther
Abraham Heschel is a seminal name in religious
studies and the author of Man Is Not Alone and God in
Search of Man. When The Prophets was first published
in 1962, it was immediately recognized as a
masterpiece of biblical scholarship. The Prophets
provides a unique opportunity for readers of the Old
Testament, both Christian and Jewish, to gain fresh
and deep knowledge of Israel's prophetic movement.
The author's profound understanding of the prophets
also opens the door to new insight into the philosophy
of religion.

Instagram For Dummies
Winners don't different things, they do things
differently A practical, common-sense guide that will
lead you from ancient wisdom to modern-day
thinking, You Can Win will help you to establish new
goals, develop a renewed sense of purpose, and
generate fresh and exciting ideas about yourself and
your future. Shiv Khera guarantees, as the title
suggests, a lifetime of success. The book enables you
to translate positive thinking into attitude, ambition
and action, all of which combine to give you the
winning edge. This book will help you to: · Build
confidence by mastering the seven steps to positive
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thinking; · Be successful by turning weaknesses into
strengths; · Gain credibility by doing the right things
for the right reasons; · Take charge by controlling
things instead of letting them control you; · Build trust
by developing mutual respect with the people around
you; and · Accomplish more by removing the barriers
to effectiveness.

Reforging a Forgotten History: Iraq and
the Assyrians in the Twentieth Century
Shape by Shape Free-Motion Quilting
with Angela Walters
It's easy to plan your machine quilting—simply open
Shape by Shape Free-Motion Quilting with Angela
Walters and find creative inspiration on every page.
User-friendly and visually exciting, the contents are
first divided into three sections: Blocks, Negative
Space, and Borders. Then, to make it even more
accessible, the Blocks section is further organized by
five shapes: Squares, Triangles, Circles, Diamonds,
and Hexagons. With an illustrated index, 70 freemotion quilting designs, crystal-clear instructions, and
gorgeous full-page photographs, this is the go-to
resource you'll want handy before starting any
quilting project.

Food for All Seasons
The essential book on seasonal food and how to cook
it
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Ambition Redefined
Discover the sexy, wild series - perfect for fans of
Crossfire, Fifty Shades, and Penelope Sky! I'm your
darkest secret. Your dirtiest fantasy. Who am I? The
Seducer. And I've never lost a case. Until her. Keely
Fawes. My mysterious new target. Someone wants to
destroy her -- and I'm their weapon of choice. Her
secrets could be my undoing. Her innocence will ruin
me. But I don't care. I'm going to show her how good
it feels to be bad. She'll be screaming in pleasure and it’ll be my name on her lips. Forever. The
Seduction Series: 1. The Seduction 2. The Bargain 3.
The Invitation 4. The Release 5. The Submission 6.
The Secret 7. The Expose 8. The Reveal The Kingpin
Duet: 1. Kingpin 2. His Queen Explicit: A Standalone
Romance KEYWORDS: contemporary romance, erotic
romance, billionaire romance, billionaire, series, erotic
romance series, suspense, romance series, dark
romance, hot romance, modern romance, urban
romance, wealthy, CEO romance, office romance, city
romance, sensual romance, something hot to read,
sensual romance, edgy romance, fifty shades
romance, Roxy Sloane, Roxy Sloane romance,
seduction, seduction romance, the seduction by Roxy
Sloane, the seduction free ebook, mystery romance,
free billionaire book, erotic romance books free,
romantic suspense books free, billionaire romance for
adults, billionaire romance books free, contemporary
romance free, dark romance, dark romance free,
erotic books free, erotic romance books free, romance
series, romantic series, romance books, beach reads,
new adult, college, BDSM, BDSM romance, free BDSM
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romance, female, Penelope Sky, Buttons series,
Victoria Quinn, Helen Hardt, Steele Brothers, Lola
Darling, Charlotte Byrd, books like Fifty, stories,
sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant
male, hot guy, racy, billionaire romance free, sexy,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero,
wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot
romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, mystery
books free.

The Effective Hiring Manager
Handwriting Analysis
Sacred Success
This book deals with adoption laws and practices in
small island developing states in the Pacific. It
commences with an introductory chapter giving an
overview of relevant laws and practices and pulling
together the common themes and issues raised in the
book. Each of the following chapters deals with
adoption law and practice in a small South Pacific
country. The countries in question all have plural legal
systems, with systems of adoption and its closest
customary law equivalent operating side by side. In
most cases, there is an insufficiently developed
relationship between the two systems, which has
resulted in a number of problems. Additionally,
international law adds another layer of complexity.
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Size and remoteness in the small states under
discussion have a profound impact on local practices.

You Can Win
The Wives of Western Philosophy examines the lives
and experiences of the wives and women associated
with nine distinct political thinkers—from Socrates to
Marx—in order to explore the gendered patterns of
intellectual labor that permeate the foundations of
Western political thought. Organized chronologically
and representative of three eras in the history of
political thought (Ancient, Early Modern, and Modern),
nine critical biographical chapters explore the
everyday acts of intellectual labor and partnership
involving these "wives of the canon." Taking seriously
their narratives as intimate partners reveals that
wives have labored in remarkable ways throughout
the history of political thought. In some cases, their
labors mark the conceptual boundaries of political life;
in others, they serve as uncredited resources for the
production of political ideas. In all instances, however,
these wives and intimates are pushed to the margins
of the history of political thought. The Wives of
Western Philosophy brings these women to the center
of scholarly interest. In so doing, it provides new
insights into the intellectual biographies of some of
the most famed men in political theory while also
raising important questions about the gendered
politics of intellectual labor which shape our
receptions of canonical texts and thinkers, and which
sustain the academy even today.
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Philippine Overseas Employment
Guidebook
Go from Instagram newbie to star! Instagram is the
fastest-growing social network in the world, soaring
from 500 million to 1 billion active users in just two
years. Users flock to the site thanks to its simplicity
and use of the most popular social media
features—image and video sharing, community, and
personal insight. Instagram For Dummies is here if
you're ready to get acquainted with the platform or
want to find ways to do more with your Instagram
account. Written by an team led by top Instagram
trainer Jenn Herman, this book gives you tips for
creating great Instagram images, personalizing your
posts, connecting with the Instagram community, and
working with Stories and IGTV. Access Instagram on a
computer or mobile device Set up your profile
Connect with others Share your stories Shoot better
Instagram images From handling core functions to
connecting with the Instagram community, this book
shares the secrets you need to shine on social media
like no other!

How To Say It
NIKITA GUPTA, MBA IS A 16 YEAR SALES, BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT, AND MARKETING VETERAN. SHE AND
HER HUSBAND HAVE OVER A QUARTER A CENTURY
OF BUSINESS SUCCESSES. SHE STARTED OFF HER
CAREER AS A SALES REP AND NOW RUNS HER OWN
COMPANY. NIKITA AND HER HUSBAND ARE THE
ULTIMATE CAREER NOMADS. SHE HAS BEEN
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IMPASSIONED TO HELP THOSE OF YOU THAT ARE
INTERESTED IN SUCCESSFULLY CLIMBING THE
CORPORATE JUNGLE UNDER YOUR OWN TERMS. SHE
IS ALSO AN AUTHOR OF THE CHICAGO INITIATIVE.
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HER AT: HTTP:
//WWW.HABITSOFSUCCESSFULCAREERNOMADS.COM.

Strait of Hormuz (A Marc Royce Thriller
Book #3)
Essential hiring and team-building lessons from the
#1 Podcaster in the world The Effective Hiring
Manager offers an essential guide for managers, team
leaders, and HR professionals in organizations large
or small. The author’s step-by-step approach makes
the strategies easy to implement and help to ensure
ongoing success. Hiring effectively is the single
greatest long-term contribution to your organization.
The only thing worse than having an open position is
filling it with the wrong person. The Effective Hiring
Manager offers a proven process for solving these
problems and helping teams and organizations thrive.
The fundamental principles of hiring and interviewing
How to create criteria to hire by How to create
excellent interview questions How to review resumes
How to conduct phone screens How to structure an
interview day How to conduct each interview How to
capture interview results How to make an offer How
to decline a candidate How to onboard candidates
Written by Mark Horstman, co-founder of Manager
Tools and an expert in training managers, The
Effective Hiring Manager is an A to Z handbook to the
successful hiring process. The book explores, in
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helpful detail, what it takes to hire the right person,
for the right job, and the right team.

Master Lists for Writers
The Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that tells the story of
two sisters through their correspondence. With a new
Preface by the author.

English Speaking and Grammar Through
Hindi
Art of resume making
This 'English Speaking & Grammar' book of Cromosys
Language Research and Education Center is designed
to teach you English from very basic to the advanced
level. The lessons and study materials uniquely
designed, which you will not find in any other books,
are to guide you to be fluent following correct usage
of grammar. Having done the research over English in
twelve years, I am confident to assure you that it has
everything that you need to get a good command
over English. Its step-by-step explanation to tense,
modals, advanced modals, voice and preposition with
rules and alerts guarantee your success. You will feel
that this is the only book you were always in the need
of. The communication in any language without
following the rules degrades the standard and
corrupts the meaning. As the world is changing day
by day, English is incorporating in all the sectors of
human life around the globe. Every day, the use of
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English is increasing and a person with good
knowledge of it is able to get a good job. And so, the
call centers and print and visual media have great
demand of those who are good in this language. The
modern ventures of newspapers, magazines, and
movies have contributed a lot to make English strong,
sense-touching, smooth and beautiful. As English has
advanced a lot in last twenty-five years, the universal
standard of it has adopted many new sentence
structures and grammar patterns, which are never
taught to the students in academic schools. And that
is why English remains difficult to many people.

Rapacious
This book explains the "nuts and bolts" of resume
creation. It provides before-and-after resume
transformations that are unbelievable yet easy to do.
By sharing the blueprints to writing a successful
resume, Resume Magic will help your patrons present
their strengths effectively.

Habits of Successful Career Nomads
An eye-opening exploration of blood, the lifegiving
substance with the power of taboo, the value of
diamonds and the promise of breakthrough science
Blood carries life, yet the sight of it makes people
faint. It is a waste product and a commodity pricier
than oil. It can save lives and transmit deadly
infections. Each one of us has roughly nine pints of it,
yet many don’t even know their own blood type. And
for all its ubiquitousness, the few tablespoons of blood
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discharged by 800 million women are still regarded as
taboo: menstruation is perhaps the single most
demonized biological event. Rose George, author of
The Big Necessity, is renowned for her intrepid work
on topics that are invisible but vitally important. In
Nine Pints, she takes us from ancient practices of
bloodletting to the breakthough of the "liquid biopsy,"
which promises to diagnose cancer and other
diseases with a simple blood test. She introduces
Janet Vaughan, who set up the world’s first system of
mass blood donation during the Blitz, and
Arunachalam Muruganantham, known as “Menstrual
Man” for his work on sanitary pads for developing
countries. She probes the lucrative business of
plasma transfusions, in which the US is known as the
“OPEC of plasma.” And she looks to the future, as
researchers seek to bring synthetic blood to a hospital
near you. Spanning science and politics, stories and
global epidemics, Nine Pints reveals our life's blood in
an entirely new light. Nine Pints was named one of Bill
Gates recommended summer reading titles for 2019.

The Plural Practice of Adoption in Pacific
Island States
The story tells of the efforts of a nervous and
excitable man who starts to propose to an attractive
young woman, but who gets into a tremendous
quarrel over a boundary line.

The Prophets
In Nuit Four space station's lawless sector, Kyn's
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estranged love, Anja the Sixth, finds trouble: flesh
tech users creating sexbots have copied her celestial
bio-design. As a fallen biomechanical servant of the
gods, Anja's bio-dats can't be toyed with. Faced with
murderous sex dolls and a sealed flesh tech lab,
hellhound shifter Kyn must protect her ex-love and
take care of Anja's Femflesh duplicate despite her
worst fear: watching Anja die again.

Jestus
Born to Love, Cursed to Feel is about love—the good,
the bad, and the confusing. It touches on morals and
how when emotions are involved it’s not as black and
white. The poetry is frequently written in a narrative
manner that evocatively pulls you in and makes you
feel. This book is about falling in love, bad decisions,
and ultimately growth. The essence of it all is to show
that no matter how far one falls all the mistakes don’t
have to be what defines them.

Born to Love, Cursed to Feel
Draws on real-life stories and figures, including Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Steve Jobs, to examine the
qualities a good leader requires in order to inspire and
motivate people.

Character Building with the Family
Meeting Diary
"Explores the relationship between art and religion
after the iconoclasm of the Dutch Reformation.
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Reassesses Dutch realism and its pictorial strategies
in relation to the religious and political diversity of the
Dutch cities"--Provided by publisher.

A Marriage Proposal
The Wake of Iconoclasm
The Lal Kitab, a rare book in urdu, was popular in
north-west India, Pakistan, Iran and many other
countries. This English version has added new
dimensions to make it more lucid and easier to
understand.

Super 10 CBSE Class 12 English Core
2020 Exam Sample Papers 2nd Edition
Praise for the Marc Royce Adventures "A precise and
intricate tale of cross-cultural friendship and
loyalty."--Publishers Weekly on Lion of Babylon
"Thorough characterizations, a fast pace, and
attention to detail make this a sure bet."--Library
Journal on Rare Earth "They're out there. The danger
is real and inbound." --Marc Royce An under-the-radar
phone call from the U.S. State Department puts Marc
Royce once again on assignment--ferreting out
rumors of a clandestine operation stretching from
Asia to the Mideast. At stake is Iran's threat to
blockade the narrow Strait of Hormuz, cutting off vital
shipping routes and escalating global tensions beyond
the breaking point. Under the guise of investigating
money laundering via high-end art purchases in
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Europe, Royce finds himself in Switzerland with only
sketchy information, no backup, and without a single
weapon other than his wits. His appointment with a
gallery owner in Geneva is a dead end--the man is on
the floor with a bullet through his chest. But it turns
out Royce does have backup. The Mossad has sent
someone to keep an eye on this undercover op, which
is of more than casual interest to the Israelis. And it's
someone Royce knows A small team gathers around
Royce-- a single objective against multiple enemies.

I Walked the Line
Their revolutionary marriage was arguably one of the
most scandalous and intriguing in history. Yet five
centuries later, we still know little about Martin and
Katharina Luther's life as husband and wife. Until now.
Against all odds, the unlikely union worked, over time
blossoming into the most tender of love stories. This
unique biography tells the riveting story of two
extraordinary people and their extraordinary
relationship, offering refreshing insights into Christian
history and illuminating the Luthers' profound impact
on the institution of marriage, the effects of which still
reverberate today. By the time they turn the last
page, readers will have a deeper understanding of
Luther as a husband and father and will come to love
and admire Katharina, a woman who, in spite of her
pivotal role, has been largely forgotten by history.
Together, this legendary couple experienced joy and
grief, triumph and travail. This book brings their
private lives and their love story into the spotlight and
offers powerful insights into our own twenty-firstPage 17/23
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century understanding of marriage.

Résumé Magic
"CRITICAL ADVICE FOR WOMEN WHEN THE
TRADITIONAL OFFICE JOB DOESN'T FIT FAMILY LIFE."
"Sollmann advocates that we 'lean in' to what she
aptly labels one's own personal measure of success,
rather than a monolithic vision of the ideal career."-Whitney Johnson, critically-acclaimed author, Build an
A Team and Disrupt Yourself, Thinkers50
Management Thinkers Ambition Redefined is a timely
alternative to current women's business books that
define professional ambition and success as climbing
the corporate ladder. In fact, this is not a path that all
women want or should feel pressured to follow.
Sollmann's focus is on the more critical and
widespread workplace issue for everyday women--to
always work in a way that fits their lives alongside
their two major caregiving roles: for children and
aging parents. Sollmann debunks common
assumptions such as: IT'S NOT "WORTH IT" UNLESS
THE SALARY IS HIGH. Women forfeit up to 4X their
salaries every year out of the workforce to care for
children and/or elderly parents--and it does not take a
six-figure salary to achieve long-term financial
security. FINDING FLEXIBLE WORK IS IMPOSSIBLE.
Sollmann shines a bright light on the ever-widening
world of flexwork--where women can find many
interesting and exciting ways to tuck all generations
of their families into a future that is financially secure
and safe. The book includes realistic, practical tools
for preparing for and finding flexible work within a
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current job or a new opportunity. IT WON'T HAPPEN
TO ME. Divorce, death of a spouse, or unexpected
financial support for aging parents are some of the
life "you never knows" that all women could
experience. Divorce, death of a spouse, caring for
aging parents or adult children are some of the life
"you never knows" that all women could experience.
Sollmann encourages women to anticipate and buffer
life surprises and she shows the profound impact of
continual earning, saving, and investing toward a long
and comfortable retirement. WORK ENDS AT AGE 65.
Women who leave the workforce and want to return
in their forties, fifties or sixties will be in good
company as the ranks of older workers rise. Over the
next two decades, adults age 50 and over will have
greater rates of workforce participation into their sixth
and seventh decades. Eye-opening and practical, the
book shows that when we redefine ambition, we
acknowledge that challenging, lucrative work can be
found in many flexible ways that favor personal
satisfaction over public applause.

Mating in Captivity
When Johnny Cash died in September 2003, the world
mourned the loss of the greatest country music star
of all time. I Walked the Line is the life story of Vivian
Cash, Johnny's first wife and the mother of his four
daughters. It is a tale of long-kept secrets, lies
revealed, betrayal and, at last, the truth. Johnny and
Vivian were married for nearly fourteen years. These
years spanned Johnny's military service in Germany,
his earliest musical inclinations, their struggling
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newlywed years, Johnny's first record deal with Sun
Records (alongside Elvis Presley), his astounding rise
to stardom, and his well-known battles with pills and
the law. Vivian decided that, near the end of her life
and with backing from Johnny, she should tell the
whole story, even the parts at odds with the iconic
Cash family image such as Johnny's drug problems;
Vivian's confrontation with June Carter about her
affair with Johnny and, most sensationally, the Cash
family secret of June's lifelong addiction to drugs and
the events leading up to her death. Also revealed are
unpublished love letters between the couple, family
photographs and artefacts. I Walked the Line is a
powerful memoir of joy and happiness, injustice and
triumph and is an essential read for all Cash fans.

The Color Purple
Rather than exhaustively cover the entire language,
the author focuses on a subset of Java--a lean and
practical core that is manageable, yet detailed
enough to create powerful Java applets. As readers
master the basics of Java, they'll be developing solid
programming skills that will increase effectiveness no
matter which language they work with.

Lal Kitab
In order to rid the British Secret Service of "Le
Chiffre," a lethal Soviet operative with a weakness for
gambling, James Bond is to bankrupt him in a French
casino, but the secret agent's cards are not
cooperating.
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Casino Royale
Character Building with the Family Meeting Diary
helps families become caring, close-knit and helpful.
This 8 1/4" X 11" Diary outlines 52 ready to use family
meetings to fill in and cherish. The Family Meeting
Diary opens by praising each member for the positive
actions he or she did the previous week. The family
learns listening skills, how to solve family problems,
and plan fun events together. The Family Meeting
Diary ends with each member committing to a
specific, positive action to "make the family better."
These commitments are posted on the refrigerator as
visual reminders to all family members. Jean Tracy
says, "Parents have the power to do what no one else
can do better. Parents can give hope to the future by
building character in their children now." With less
than 30 minutes per meeting per week, families
produce and record a year of treasured historical
meetings. This keepsake will hold what the family
dealt with, which problems they solved, and what
they promised to do to make the family better.
Whether a single parent, a stepparent, an adoptive
family, a foster parent, or a two-parent family, this
Family Meeting Diary offers a powerful approach to
building a strong, loving family with solid ties.

A Textbook of Production Engineering
This practical guide features comprehensive lists of
words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs that allow
you to express yourself on any subject in your own
voice and style. It teaches what to include and what
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to leave out when writing. Whether you want to sound
formal or casual, traditional or contemporary,
businesslike or lighthearted, distant or intimate, you’ll
find here the words for every letter writing occasion,
including: - Business letters - Personal letters - Getwell cards - Invitations - Resumes - And more! With
helpful grammatical appendices and sample letters,
say goodbye to your writing etiquette worries!
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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